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Abstract
This paper introduces ~okeanos, an Iaas platform aiming to deliver advanced computing and
storage services to the Greek research and academic community. ~okeanos builds on diverse
opensource technologies (Linux/KVM, Google Ganeti, RabbitMQ, Python/Django,
Ceph/RADOS) and combines them with custom orchestration software to enable quick, easy
and secure access to virtualized resources. Users may build and manage their own isolated,
virtual infrastructure inside GRNET's datacenters, using ~okeanos-provided components over a
simple, elegant Web UI: Virtual Machines, Virtual Networks (public IPv4/IPv6 and isolated
private Ethernets), and Virtual Disks (which may be attached/detached and cloned from existing
Images). The paper focuses on the rationale behind ~okeanos, presents current and upcoming
features, and discusses its key architectural decisions.
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1. Introduction

2. Service description
The goal of the ~okeanos project is to deliver production-quality IaaS to GRNET's direct
and indirect customers, IT departments of connected institutions and students/researchers
respectively. GRNET operates a working alpha version since July 2011; the alpha offering as of
August 2012 comprises ~1300 VMs and ~940 users. The operation of the VMs and the software
they run is the responsibility of their owners, as with all Infrastructure-as-a-Service clouds.
Based on user feedback the VMs are used for a variety of purposes, including network-facing
services (Web servers, FTP and file servers, code repositories), long-running computational
workloads (HPC workloads, parallel computing with MPI), deployment of experimental
distributed applications for research in distributed systems, and virtual lab environments for
education.
The ~okeanos service is a jigsaw puzzle of many pieces:







Compute/Network Service (codename: cyclades)
File Storage Service (codename: pithos+)
Identity Management (codename: astakos)
Image Registry (codename: plankton)
Billing Service (codename: aquarium)
Volume Storage Service (codename: archipelago)

which are combined with a number of activities (monitoring, issue handling, helpdesk
operations) to deliver the end-user experience. It goes beyond commercial IaaS providers in
several ways: Amazon EC2, and comparable commercial offerings, are not an end-user service,
while ~okeanos is designed to be used by people with little computer experience. At the same
time it aims to meet the needs of advanced users in technical departments by offering persistent,
long-term servers with custom networking capabilities.
The software underlying ~okeanos, called Synnefo, is custom cloud management software.
It encompasses a number of distinct components, all sharing a single installation and
configuration mechanism, to streamline operations. Very early within the project, we made the
2
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This paper presents the design of ~okeanos [1], an IaaS cloud offering virtualized compute
and storage resources. It is developed by GRNET, the Greek Research and Technology
Network, to be offered to the Greek Research and Academic community. The software
powering ~okeanos [2] is available via opensource licenses. ~okeanos offers to its users access
to Virtual Machines, Virtual Ethernets, Virtual Disks, and Virtual Firewalls, over a simple webbased UI. It was conceived for easy and secure access to GRNET's datacenters, focusing on user
friendliness and simplicity, while being able to scale up to the thousands (of Virtual Machines,
users, terabytes of storage).
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decisions to: a) build on existting softwaree whenever possible,
p
b) target
t
commoodity hardwaare, c)
releasse all of the software
s
undderlying ~okeeanos as opeensource.

3. Deesign and Implementa
I
ation
3.1 Cyclades:
C
Coompute/Netw
work Servicce

Figure 1: Synnefo software
s
stacck
With ~okeannos, users haave access too VMs powerred by KVM
M, running Linux and Win
ndows
Ms are
guestts on Debiann hosts and using Googlle Ganeti for VM clusteer managemeent. The VM
accesssible by the end-user ovver the Web or programm
matically (OppenStack Coompute API v1.1).
Userss have full coontrol over their
t
VMs: thhey can creatte new ones,, start them, shutdown, reeboot,
and destroy
d
them
m. For the connfiguration of
o their VMss they can seelect numberr of CPUs, size
s of
RAM
M and system
m disk, and operating
o
system from pre-defined Im
mages including popular Linux
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Cyclades is the Computte/Network part
p of ~okeaanos. Its desiign combines a Google Ganeti
G
backeend for VM cluster manaagement witth a Python/D
Django impllementation oof the user-v
visible
API at
a the frontennd. We optedd to reuse Ganeti as a VM
M managem
ment solution in an effort not to
re-invvent the wheeel; Ganeti iss a scalable and
a proven software
s
infrrastructure foor managing
g VMs
in prroduction ennvironments, and GRNE
ET already had
h long exxperience wiith it, using
g it to
proviide VMs too Network Operation
O
C
Centers.
Thee ~okeanos team is invvolved in Ganeti
G
devellopment, conntributing pattches upstreaam.
Basing our work
w
on Ganneti, we buildd on a solid, mature coree which undeertakes most of the
low-llevel VM management
m
operations, e.g., handliing of VM creations, m
migrations among
a
physiical nodes, annd handling of node dow
wntimes; the design and im
mplementatiion of the end
d-user
API is orthogonaal to VM haandling at thhe backend. Building onn Ganeti gavve us a head
d start,
allow
wing us to foccus on creatiing a custom
m cloud manaagement layeer, accesible over a consistent,
cleann end-user AP
PI implemenntation, and an
a intuitive Web-based
W
U Overall, tthe softwaree stack
UI.
is as follows:
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distroos (Fedora, Debian,
D
Ubuuntu) and MS
S-Windows Server 2008 R2. There iis an Out-off-Band
consoole over VNC
C [4] for trouubleshootingg.
The REST API for VM
M managemeent, being Op
penStack Coompute v. 1.1 compatible, can
interooperate with 3rd party toools and clieent libraries. GRNET hass added custom extensions for
as yeet unsupporrted functionnality. It haas been imp
plemented inn Python, uusing the Django
D
frameework, from scratch.
The ~okeannos UI is wrritten in Javaascript/jQuerry and runs entirely on tthe client sid
de for
maxim
mum reponnsiveness. Itt is just annother API client; all UI operatioons happen with
asyncchronous calls over the API.
A

The networrking functioonality incluudes dual IPv
v4/IPv6 connnectivity forr each VM, easy,
platfoorm-providedd firewallingg either throough an arraay of pre-coonfigured firrewall profilles, or
throuugh a roll-yoour-own firew
wall inside thhe VM. Useers may creaate multiple pprivate, virtu
ual L2
netwoorks, so thatt they constrruct arbitraryy network topologie, e.g.., to deploy VMs in mullti-tier
configurations. The
T networkiing functionaality is expo
orted all the way from thhe backend to the
API and
a the UI.
In the curreent, alpha deployment,
d
VM disk sttorage is viaa redundant storage based on
DRD
DB [3]; VMs survive node downtime,, e.g. for plan
nned upgrades, or node ffailure, faciliitating
everyyday operatiions tasks while runniing in prod
duction. In the next pphases of seervice
deplooyment, handdling of VM
M storage willl be undertaaken by Archhipelago: an ~okeanos seervice
for haandling storaage Volumess for VMs as a hierarchy of snapshotss and clones.
3.2 Archipelago:
A
: Volume Stoorage Servicce
Every Voluume inside a VM can be thought of as a linearlyy addressablee set of fixed-size
blockks. The storaage of the acctual blocks is orthogon
nal to the tassk of exposiing a single block
devicce for use byy each VM. Bridging thee gap betweeen the VMs performing random acccess to
Volum
mes and the storage of acctual blocks is Archipelaago: a custom
m storage hanndling layer which
w
4
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Figuree 2: Synnefo platform, fro
om the UI too the backendd
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handled volumes as set of distinct blocks in the backend, a process we call volume composition.
For the actual storage of blocks we are currently experimenting with RADOS [6], the
distributed object store underlying the Ceph parallel filesystem, to solve the problem of reliable,
fault-tolerant object storage through replication on multiple storage nodes. Archipelago itself is
agnostic to the actual block storage backend.
3.3 Pithos+: File Storage Service

3.4 Plankton: Image Registry
Plankton is the Image Registry for ~okeanos. It is implemented as a very thin layer on top
of Pithos+; every Image on Plankton is a file on a Pithos+ backend with special metadata. At the
frontend, Plankton implements the OpenStack Glance API; at the backend it queries an existing
Pithos+ backend. Our current production service runs Plankton and Pithos+ on a single, unified
backend: users may synchronize their Images with ~okeanos using the Pithos+ clients, then
register them with Plankton, with zero data movement.
3.5 Astakos: Identity Management
Astakos is the identity management service for ~okeanos; it provides the single point of
authentication and authorization for the two user-visible ~okeanos services, Cyclades and
Pithos+, enabling ~okeanos users to register, login, and handle platform-wide authentication
tokens.
Astakos has been designed to support several distinct identity providers at the backend.
Currently, it supports local user accounts, Twitter-based authentication, and federated
authentication via Shibboleth.
3.6 Aquarium: Billing Service
Aquarium is the common accounting and billing substrate for ~okeanos, currently under
development. It receives events from Cyclades, Pithos+, and Astakos, keeping track of resource
usage by individual users and billing them in credits. In subsequent deployments of the
~okeanos service, Aquarium will be used to enable a policy of fair resource sharing among

5
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Pithos+ is GRNET's file storage service. It is an implementation of the OpenStack Object
Storage API in Python and Django. At the backend, every file is stored as a collection of
content-addressable blocks; Using content-based addressing for blocks brings deduplication
(identical blocks of distinct files are stored only once) and efficient synchronization; a client
may identify the parts of files which have changed either locally or remotely, and upload or
download only the modified parts. Pithos+ comes with a full set of Web-based, command-line
and native clients, all making calls to the same API.
Pithos+ is an integral part of ~okeanos: Both system Images and custom, user-provided
Images are files on Pithos+ and are registered with Plankton to become available for VM
creation. Our goal is for Pithos+ to share the same storage backend with Archipelago, as
described in greater detail in Section 4.
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users, by assigninng every useer a number of
o credits peeriodically annd charging them for theeir use
of disstinct resourcces, e.g., VM
Ms on Cycladdes or GBs on
n Pithos+.

4. Syynergy

Figurre 3: Synergyy among ~ok
keanos compponents
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There is a duality
d
betweeen Images, the templatees of OSs too be deployed inside VM
Ms and
Volum
mes, the virttual disks atttached to VMs.
V
Imagess are static, read-only fi
files, Volumees are
dynam
mic entities, instantiated from Imagees. Spawning
g a VM is to create a new
w Volume forr it, as
a coppy of an exissting Image. The VM folllows its own
n path, leading its Volum
me diverging
g from
its innitial state. Later, the VM
M may be froozen, meanin
ng a new Image is createed as a copy of its
Volum
me at this pooint in time.
Identifying this duality between Im
mages and Volumes has led to a uniified approacch for
handlling storage among all major
m
~okeannos componeents: a VM on
o Cyclades is created fro
om an
Image on Planktoon, which is a virtual File on Pithos+ with extraa metadata, aand a Snapsh
hot on
Archiipelago. Spaawning a VM
M is cloningg a Volume from the Snnapshot corrresponding to
t this
specific Image. Freezing a VM is maaking a sna
apshot of itts corresponnding Volum
me on
Archiipelago, reprresenting it as a File onn Pithos+, an
nd registeringg it with Plaankton. Wheen this
proceess completes, the new Im
mage is availlable for VM
M creation on Cyclades.
The followinng figure shoows the syneergy between
n all parts off ~okeanos w
working togetther: a
unifieed service from a single API client (kkamaki [5]) to the variouus Synnefo ccomponents which
w
impleement Astakoos, Archipelaago, Pithos+
+, Plankton an
nd Cyclades:
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5. Conclusions - Future Work
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We have seen that it is possible to develop in-house a stable, scalable, and user-friendly
IaaS, based on open standards. We will offer ~okeanos to the whole Greek research and
academic community; all of the underlying software components [2] are made available under
free software licenses, 2-clause BSD and the GPL.
Moreover, ~okeanos will be used as the underlying mechanism for a series of other,
higher-level services. We are in the process of designing and developing novel PaaS and SaaS,
exploiting ~okeanos-provided file handling, Image registration, and lightweight VM creation.
We are also exploring the use of ~okeanos for established user groups (like EGI User
Communities).

